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Abstract—Controller synthesis provides an automated means to produce architecture-level behaviour models that are enacted by a composition of lower-level software components, ensuring correct behaviour. Such controllers ensure that goals are satisfied for any model-consistent environment behaviour. This paper presents a tool for developing environment models, synthesising controllers efficiently, and enacting those controllers using a composition of existing third-party components.

Video: www.youtube.com/watch?v=RnetgVihpV4
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I. INTRODUCTION

Controller synthesis is receiving increased attention in the software engineering community as a means for producing architecture-level behaviour models that can be enacted by a software system to ensure correct-by-construction behaviour.

For instance, synthesis of glue code and component adaptors has been studied in order to achieve safe composition at the architecture level [1], and in particular in service-oriented architectures [2]. More recently, there has been an increasing interest in self-adaptive systems [9] which must be capable of designing adaptation strategies at run-time. Consequently, such systems rely heavily on automated synthesis of behaviour models that will guarantee the satisfaction of requirements under the constraints enforced by the environment and the capabilities offered by the self-adaptive system.

Controller synthesis requires a behaviour model (e.g. a Labelled Transition System – LTS) of the environment and a goal (e.g. a formula in linear temporal logic – LTL) to be achieved by the software system. Controller synthesis delivers a behaviour model which if enacted by the software is guaranteed to achieve its goals for any behaviour the environment may exhibit (and that is consistent with the provided behaviour model).

Controller synthesis is in general computationally expensive (for LTL, 2EXPTIME complete [14]). Nevertheless, restricting the form of the goal allows for polynomial time solutions. For example, goal specifications consisting uniquely of safety requirements can be solved in polynomial time, and so can particular styles of liveness properties such as GR(1) [13].

In this paper we describe a tool that extends MTSA [6] (which provides sophisticated features for developing and validating environment behaviour models [11], [15], [8], [7], [17]) to i) support controller synthesis for an expressive goal language [13], fallible domains [4] and partial environment models [5], and to ii) integrate with an enactment framework running on the Backbone middleware [12].

II. MOTIVATING EXAMPLE

Consider a scenario in which we have a robot arm, a drill, a painting tool, an in tray, an out tray, a recycle bin and some additional sensors. The arm can be moved freely and there is no fixed connection between any tool or tray. We aim to use the arm aided by sensors to move objects from the in tray, through a combination of tools according to a high-level production process, to the out tray.

The control mechanisms of the robot arm are provided through a general purpose API with support for moving the arm to a specific coordinate, and for identifying and grabbing objects. In addition, due to traction issues, the arm may fail when trying to grab an object, a situation that can be sensed through an operation that reads whether the gripper is fully closed or not.

Our approach allows for i) development of higher-level operations which are programmed on top of the API (e.g. a parameterised pick up operation that moves the arm to the specified tool/tray and attempts up to three times to identify an object of a specified colour and grab it); ii) modelling the environment in terms of these operations (e.g. picking up from the drill can only succeed if an object was previously placed there, the paint tool paints objects red); iii) specification of a high-level production process (e.g. produce alternating coloured objects (red,yellow)*, only painted objects that have been drilled); iv) specification of environment assumptions (e.g. yellow objects will be supplied indefinitely, the probability of successfully grabbing an object is greater than 0); v) synthesis of a controller in the form of a behaviour model that encodes the arm’s strategy for achieving the production process (e.g. what to do if it needs to output a red object but is receiving only yellow objects); and finally vi) running the arm based on the synthesised controller by calling the high-level operations provided and monitoring the events the arm senses.

III. ENVIRONMENT MODELLING

The semantic basis for reasoning about the behaviour of the environment and controllers are Labelled Transition Systems (LTSs) [10], which are widely used for modelling and analysing the behaviour of concurrent and distributed
An LTS is a state transition system where transitions are labelled with actions. We build on MTSA [6] for environment modelling where an extension of the Finite State Processes (FSP) language is used. FSP is a textual language with strong emphasis on the compositional construction of complex models used to describe LTSs [11]. FSP includes several traditional operators for describing behaviour models, such as action prefix (\(\rightarrow\)), choice (\(\mid\)), sequential composition (\(\cdot\)), and parallel composition (\(\parallel\)). Extensions support modelling partial behaviour models [7] and use of scenario and declarative specifications (e.g. [15]).

In Figure 1 we show a snippet of the tool with the FSP code describing the behaviour of the robot arm, tools and objects supply (see Section II).

The FSP process ARM models the fact that picking objects up from a location can fail. As expected, the arm must successfully pick up an object to be able to put it somewhere else. PAINT models the behaviour of the painting tool which paints red any object it is given. TOOLS is a parametric model that captures the behaviour of tools that receive objects, and only after their processing is done they allow for objects to be picked up. SUPPLY models that objects are only supplied when the in tray is empty. Finally, the environment model (ENV) is the result of the parallel composition of the LTSs modelling the robot arm, the tools, and the supplier.

The tool provides support for validating and verifying environment models using graphical animation [17] and model checking [8]. However, such features are out of the scope of this paper.

**IV. CONTROLLER SYNTHESIS**

In addition to an environment model, the tool requires the specification of goals the controller is expected to achieve in Fluent Linear Temporal Logic (FLTL) [8]. Linear temporal logics (LTL) are widely used to describe behaviour requirements [8]. The motivation for choosing an LTL of fluents is that it provides a uniform framework for specifying state-based temporal properties in event-based models [8]. FLTL is a linear-time temporal logic for reasoning about fluents. A fluent \(\phi\) is defined by a set of initiating actions \(I_\phi\), a set of terminating actions \(T_\phi\), and an initial value \(I_\phi\). In Figure 2, the property TOOL_ORDER specifies that objects must be drilled before they are painted.

The tool supports SGR(1)-like goals, that is, goals of the form \(\Box I \land (\bigwedge_{i=1}^n \neg \Box A_i \rightarrow \bigwedge_{j=1}^m \Box G_j)\) where \(\Box I\) is the safety part of the controller goals, \(\Box A_i\) represents a liveness assumption on the environment behaviour, \(\Box G_j\) models a liveness goal for the controller and \(A_i\) and \(G_j\) are non-temporal fluent expressions [8], while \(I\) is a safety property expressed as a Fluent Linear Temporal Logic formula [8].

In addition, the tool supports controller synthesis in the presence of fallible domains [4]. In other words, it is capable of dealing with environments in which controlled actions may fail as long as failures are probabilistic in nature or, more formally, it is possible to assume strong independent fairness [4]. Solving a control problem under this assumption can be reduced to SGR(1) [4] and hence remains polynomial. The events assumed to be strongly independent fair are specified simply as a set of fluents which indicate when a failure has occurred. In Figure 2, the expression FAILED_PICKUPS describes failures for the example in Section II.

The full specification for the controller to be synthesised is described with the controllerSpec keyword requiring safety (\(\Box I\)) and liveness goals (\(G_j\)), the liveness assumption for the environment (\(A_i\)), the declaration of (failures), and the set of actions that are controllable. See Figure 2 where OUT_PROTOCOL requires alternating coloured objects, TOOL_ORDER requires painting only drilled objects, and PICK_UP_IF_OBJECT_PRESENT requires attempting to pick up only if a object is at the location.
In Figure 2 the controller operator returns a behaviour model that satisfies the controller specification for a given environment model if such a controller exists. The checkCompatibility operator checks if the assumptions on the environment are realisable by the environment, if this is the case the model returned by controller is guaranteed to not be anomalous [3]. In other words, the controller will not attempt to prevent the environment from satisfying the assumptions in order to avoid having to satisfy the controller goals. For example, if the FORCE_PICKUP process is removed from RED_YELLOW in Figure 1 then ENV is not compatible. This is because the controller could never pick up an object from the in tray preventing the environment to provide yellow objects. Note that an alternative way of achieving a compatible control problem is to allow the environment to enqueue objects in the in tray.

Although we cannot show the controller due to space restrictions (it has over 5000 states, compared to the over 10000 states of the environment model) we describe some of the behaviour it exhibits: i) If it is the turn to output a red objects but the environment provides a yellow one, the controller has to drill it, then paint it red and finally put it down on the out tray. ii) When it is the turn to output yellow ones but the environment provides a red one, then the controller can assume that at some point a yellow product will be supplied and, hence, discard the current red product and wait for the next yellow to appear. iii) When it is the turn for red products to be produced, if the controller is processing (i.e. drilling, then painting) a yellow to get a red but a red is supplied, the controller may choose to discard the yellow being processed and just output the red waiting in the in tray.

V. ENACTMENT

In general, we wish to create abstract operations that hide the complexity presented by the API of the low-level software components of the system, thus producing an alphabet of high-level actions for use in the environment model and controller. As the components are normally provided by third parties such as the robot arm manufacturer, each high-level action may map to an ad hoc combination of low-level method calls. The designer must provide Java implementations of each high-level action (or event) that will be used in the environment model. These implementations consist of combinations of method calls with appropriate parameters on the existing third-party components. The components run on the Backbone middleware [12], and configurations of them are automatically assembled using our previous work on adaptive self-assembly [16].

Figure 3 depicts the framework’s architecture. The two main domain-independent components are the interpreter and the configuration manager. The interpreter executes a controller by keeping track of the current state, executing controlled actions (using the domain-specific implementations) and responding to environment events. More specifically, when the current state is controlled, the interpreter selects one of the enabled actions at random. When the current state is uncontrolled, or a mixed controlled/uncontrolled state, the interpreter waits to receive an environment event.

Each controlled action is implemented by a subclass of Action (following the Command pattern). Additionally, each such implementation can generate environment events. Figure 4 shows part of an implementation of a pickupFrom action, in which an existing component method is called (pickupFrom) with appropriate parameters. The action label includes a location name and a colour name. The location name must be converted to the API-defined type KatanaLocation, which represents a point in the physical space of the robot arm. This is done by looking up the location name in a table of known locations. Conveniently, the colour parameter can be passed straight through. Note that we have omitted code that checks the action label is “well formed”, with the right number of parameters within allowed ranges. The success of the action is determined by calling another component method (gripperClosed). The implementation then generates either a success or a failure event. Notice that the implementation is largely contained inside a separate thread. This is because the interpreter should be allowed to transition to the next state of the controller before waiting for the time-consuming physical operation pickupFrom to complete.

The set of action implementations available to the interpreter is determined by the configuration manager. Before beginning execution, the configuration searches for implementations of each action (and environment event) and instantiates them reflectively. The configuration manager is aware of a number of potentially-remote Backbone hosts and the third-party components available that are available on each host. The configuration manager then queries each action implementation to determine which components it requires during execution, and checks which of the Backbone hosts is capable of assembling a configuration containing those components. If all requirements are found, then the configuration manager instructs each
public class PickupFromAction extends Action {
  public void execute(ActionLabel action) throws ExecutionException {
    final String location = action.getParameters().get(0);
    final String colour = action.getParameters().get(1);
    final RemoteBallGrabber grabber = (RemoteBallGrabber) configMan.getInterfaceInstance(component);
    Thread runner = new Thread("PickupFrom") {
      public void run() {
        KatanaLocation loc = lookupLocation(location);
        grabber.pickupFrom(loc, colour);
        boolean succeeded = !grabber.gripperClosed();
        if (succeeded)
          eventHappened(new Event(new ActionLabel("pickup_from_success.
            +location="".""+colour");
        else
          eventHappened(new Event(new ActionLabel("pickup_from_fail.
            +location="".""+colour");

      };
    runner.start();
  }
}

Fig. 4. Fragment of code implementing a pickupfrom action.

Backbone to assemble its components, following the approach set out in [16]. Finally, each action implementation calls the configuration manager to get a (remote) reference to the components that are called, as in line 3 of Figure 4.

In effect, the resulting system is a correct-by-construction orchestration of third-party components which satisfies the safety and liveness goals given in the MTSA model specification, and which handles certain types of failure.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented an overview of the main features of an extension of the MTSA tool that supports controller synthesis and enactment, implementing the body of work that we have developed in the last years related to adaptive systems, controller synthesis and behaviour modelling. A video of the tool at work is available at http://youtu.be/RnetgV1hpV4. The tool itself and examples are available at http://sourceforge.net/projects/mtsa/.
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